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Analysis: How Security and Diplomacy Intersect in
Russia and Turkey’s Idlib Deal
By mid-September 2018, the Bashar al-Assad regime was poised to launch a military campaign on the
last major opposition stronghold in Idlib, Syria. With considerable military buildup, it seemed that a
wide-scale operation to retake the province—one that would have threatened the estimated 2.5 million
residents of Idlib—was imminent.
On 17 September, Russian President Vladimir Putin brokered an agreement with Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan in Sochi that seems to have spared Idlib—at least for now. The agreement
stipulates that Russia and Turkey establish a 15-25 kilometre buffer zone separating regime forces and
opposition fighters and that the zone be jointly patrolled by Russian and Turkish troops. The
agreement also stipulates that the opposition’s heavy weaponry be removed from this zone by 10
October and that “radical terrorist groups” be removed by 15 October.1
With this, a handful of questions emerge: What drove Turkey and Russia to broker the deal? How
does the agreement—one that stands to prevent Assad from retaking territory from fighters who
threaten Russian interests—fit into Russia’s agenda for post-conflict Syria? Can parties uphold the
agreement? And, if not, what can the agreement actually accomplish?

Why Does Turkey Need the Agreement?
Turkey was on the back foot as it pushed for an agreement on Idlib. As the opposition’s last major
backer and guarantor, and concurrently as a major participant in Russia’s diplomatic agenda that has
favoured Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, Turkey’s position in Syria has been highly perilous for
some time. First, Turkish troops are stationed along the edges of opposition-held Idlib—indeed, there
for the purpose of deterring a regime offensive.2 If the regime launches a major campaign, it would
risk confrontation with Turkish troops—even if it attempted to avoid them. This could easily rope
Turkey into an even more complex situation.
Second, a major offensive would result in a new wave of refugees—many of whom would try to enter
Turkey. Turkey would either need to use unpalatable tactics on the border to keep these refugees in
Syria, or it would need to take on a major new economic burden amid the Lira crisis it is already facing.
Third, if Ankara is seen as complicit in a regime offensive on the province, Syrian opposition groups—
including ones Turkey supports—could easily conduct retaliatory attacks on Turkey. Such attacks
could be directed against Turkish troops deployed to Syria in Idlib and northern Aleppo, or against
targets on Turkish soil. One rebel put the ultimatum to Erdoğan succinctly in a video purportedly shot
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on the Turkish border: “If you sell out Idlib, this is your wall and that’s our tunnel. We’ll be in Reyhanlı
in less than two hours.”3 A large-scale Assad regime offensive on Idlib would create conditions such
that Turkey would lose control of an already precarious situation.

Why Does Russia Want the Agreement?
Moscow has a freer hand when it comes to Idlib, and as such, it can pursue a more ambitious agenda.
Despite Turkish and Western protestation, Russia could have supported a regime offensive to
recapture the province, and it may well do so in the future. But for now, Russia is prioritising its
broader diplomatic efforts. Since January 2017, Russian-led talks on Syria in Astana and Sochi have
overshadowed the United Nation’s diplomatic track in Geneva.4 Russia pursued this parallel track with
Assad’s other major backer, Iran, but more importantly, with Turkey, the latter serving as the
opposition’s “guarantor” state to give Russia’s agenda more credibility. With Turkey at the table,
Russia has been able to frame its initiatives as compromises with pragmatic elements of the opposition,
attempting to give the regime’s military gains a veneer of diplomatic legitimacy.
In May 2017, Russia took the lead brokering regional ceasefire initiatives—de-escalation zones in Idlib,
northern Hama, Eastern Ghouta, and Dara‘a.5 As Moscow hoped, the UN and the international
community cautiously welcomed the Russian initiative.6 Though these ceasefires made way for regime
offensives and, as such, failed to accomplish their nominal objective, they did more to impact facts on
the ground than any of the UN’s attempts at a national ceasefire.7 In January 2018, Russia began work
on another one of the issues on the UN’s agenda—a new constitution for Syria. Russia began with a
constitutional conference in Sochi and has since been able to migrate these efforts back to Geneva,
bringing the UN’s agenda closer in line with that of Moscow and Assad.
From this, an often-overlooked question follows: Why has Russia expended time, capital, and leverage
prioritising this diplomatic agenda? Why could it not instead simply help Assad overwhelm the
opposition and take the country by force without juggling its efforts in Astana, Sochi, and Geneva?
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Russia has its sights set on winning Western funding for Syria’s post-war reconstruction.8 While
Damascus can go to China and other countries to fund reconstruction (and it is indeed exploring such
opportunities),9 Russia would likely prefer European and American funding in order to position itself
as an indispensable interlocutor between the West and Damascus and thereby elevate itself on the
international stage. As of now, Western countries’ current terms are quite unfavourable to Moscow,
as they continue to demand a UN-sponsored political transition to replace Assad prior to providing
any reconstruction assistance.10 But Russia wants to change these terms.
Putin hopes that if he can secure a political settlement that comes up short of regime change but still
has UN backing, the West will acquiesce. Such a settlement would likely include a constitution and
perhaps elections in which Moscow and Assad can dictate, or at least heavily influence, parameters. It
is far from clear that the United States and Europe would accept such a settlement in lieu of a political
transition, but, hoping to capitalise on Europe’s fears of a new migrant crisis and festering instability
in Syria, Russia is still invested in its gambit to change Western calculi. But for a political settlement
to have any credibility, it will need the seal of approval from opposition negotiators, and for this,
Turkey’s continued participation is vital.
Russia’s agreeing to a deal to prevent the regime from attacking Idlib is aimed at keeping Turkey
engaged in these diplomatic efforts. Though Russia could likely manage the security aspects and
blowback of a large-scale operation in northwestern Syria, it knows that Turkey cannot. As such, to
keep Turkey at the table, Russia had to yield.

Will Turkey and the Opposition Uphold the Agreement?
Turkey and its favoured opposition groups’ ability or willingness to uphold the Idlib agreement is
dubious. Removing groups from the agreed-upon buffer zone will be a difficult undertaking. For one,
the language in the agreement that refers to “radical groups” is vague. There is no guarantee that if
Turkey removed more overt hardliners seen to be affiliated with al-Qaeda—Hay‘at Tahrir al-Sham
(HTS; the most powerful faction in Idlib province), Hurras al-Din, and the Turkistan Islamic Party—
that the regime or Russia would be sated. Moscow and Damascus could easily use the presence of
other hardline factions such as Ahrar al-Sham and Nour al-Din al-Zenki, with which Turkey works
more closely, as a pretext to terminate the deal.
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But even if the definition of radical groups is restricted to the al-Qaeda–linked groups, Turkey will
face considerable difficulty actually removing them—certainly by 15 October. These factions have
already refuted the Idlib deal and refused to withdraw their fighters, seeing the deal as a step toward
curtailing their power and eventually eliminating them.11 If these fighters remain intransigent, Turkey
would need to use force to oust them, but its track record on confronting hardline groups is less than
promising.
When Turkey deployed troops to Idlib in October 2017, ostensibly to reinforce the de-escalation zone
that it had established with Russia, it was initially expected to fight HTS and other hardliners in the
province.12 Not only did Turkey instead direct nearly all of its energies to fight Kurdish factions in
Afrin; it was only able to operate its limited military presence in Idlib by coming to agreements with
the al-Qaeda faction.13 Turkey later supported the umbrella group Jabhat Tahrir al-Souria (JTS) to
challenge HTS’s control over the province in early 2018. JTS is a collection of fighters led by non–alQaeda hardliners Ahrar al-Sham and Nour al-Din al-Zenki, powerful factions that have a longstanding
relationship with Turkey and were close allies of HTS when it had branded itself Jabhat al-Nusra
earlier in the war.14 JTS and HTS clashed with one another into the spring, but exactly who controls
what territory in Idlib today is murky.
If Turkey aggressively ramps up efforts to fight HTS and other more overt hardliners and push them
out of the buffer zone—either directly or by pressing JTS and other Turkish-aligned factions to fight
them—it could face severe consequences. Beyond attacking Turkish troops in Idlib, hardliners could
easily convert to cell-based tactics and set their sights on targets inside Turkey. Turkey can send more
troops to the buffer zone to try to intimidate these groups into leaving, but if they resist, Turkey will
be hard pressed to force them out.
Without Turkey or the Turkish-backed JTS forcing them out, the only means to oust al-Qaeda
affiliated groups would be Russian or regime bombardment. If other opposition groups count this as
a violation of the deal and respond in turn, the entire arrangement could collapse.
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Will Russia and Assad Uphold the Agreement?
Russia and Assad have different calculi from one another as they approach Idlib. Whereas Russia, for
now, is trying to avoid a large-scale conflict in order to ensure that its efforts in Astana, Sochi, and
Geneva remain relevant, Assad is less invested in these diplomatic machinations. Assad still seems
intent to make good on his claims that he will recapture “every inch” of Syria—a claim that is at odds
with the Russian-Turkish Idlib deal.15 Moreover, Assad may well be skeptical at the prospects of
Western reconstruction assistance and prefer countries such as China that have refrained from
demanding his ouster—even if the terms of their assistance may be worse in the long run.16 If Assad
is forced to choose between reclaiming the country and holding out for potentially securing Western
support, Assad will opt for the former.
Nonetheless, Russia can likely restrict Assad’s forces from egregiously violating the agreement if it
commits sufficient troops to the buffer zone and signals that it will not provide air support for a major
ground offensive. But Russia will need progress in Geneva to keep Assad at bay. The less Moscow
can show for its efforts to justify delaying an Idlib offensive, the less likely Assad will be to comport
with its agenda. Also, if Turkey fails to remove sensitive groups, the regime will have more cause to
launch artillery strikes and airstrikes on positions in and beyond parts of the buffer zone, jeopardising
the agreement.
Beyond differences between the agendas in Moscow and Damascus, a potential internal inconsistency
in the Idlib deal itself could seriously undermine its viability. In addition to establishing a buffer zone,
the 17 September agreement also stipulates that regular transit traffic be restored on the M5 highway,
which links Aleppo to Hama, and the M4 highway, which links Aleppo to Latakia, before the end of
the year. Both of these routes lie well beyond the buffer zone in areas where sensitive opposition
groups could be even more difficult to remove. If the regime or Russia decide to read the agreement
as requiring that they recapture these highways, they would need to violate the buffer zone to do so.
Perhaps this can be averted if Turkey is able to credibly guarantee that traffic can transit between
opposition- and regime-held territory unimpeded—a guarantee that would require even more Turkish
troops in country. But even if Ankara can offer such guarantees, Assad is unlikely to remain satisfied
with the M5 and the M4 out of his hands in the long term—with or without the buffer zone in
place. Whether Assad launches operations and risks confrontations with Turkish troops to rectify
this remains to be seen.
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What Can the Agreement Accomplish?
While parties may or may not faithfully enact and enforce the buffer zone, and while the broader deal
may contain potentially self-sabotaging language, the Idlib agreement does stand to have some impact.
While Turkey certainly will not be successful in removing all of the various hardline factions from the
agreed-upon buffer zone, it may be able to convince some to leave, or at least obfuscate their presence
and restrict their activities, such that Russia will be inclined to uphold the agreement for longer.
Perhaps more important, the agreement changes the facts on the ground by inviting Turkey to send
significantly more troops to the perimeters of Idlib province. Whereas Russia could easily withdraw
its troops should dynamics change, Turkey is in a quagmire in Idlib. As noted earlier, if Turkey
removes its troops and is seen as selling out Idlib, it could be subject to attacks by an array of
opposition groups. Moreover, Turkey would lose a foothold in Syria and, as a result, lose what leverage
it has to press Damascus to curtail Kurdish autonomy in the northeast—arguably Ankara’s primary
concern.
But even if Turkish troops can be expected to remain in Idlib for now, the province’s future will be
an open question if Russia takes the reins off of Assad. The trajectory the conflict would then take
depends on Assad’s risk calculus as he deals with Turkey. If Assad remains averse to risking direct
confrontations with Turkish forces—as he was in his late 2016 and early 2017 campaigns to take
territory from the Islamic State in Aleppo countryside, where regime forces, Turkish troops, and
opposition fighters were all in close proximity17—then Turkey may well entrench its position. Idlib
could thus effectively become a quasi-Turkish statelet in Syria, out of regime hands for the foreseeable
future.
If Assad instead undertakes an operation on Idlib despite the Turkish troops present there, he risks
creating a highly complex and unpredictable environment—one that would not only see fighting
between the regime and the opposition but might also see clashes and incidents between regime forces
and Turkish troops, Turkish troops and Iranian-backed militias, and Turkish troops and opposition
groups. Moreover, if Turkey, as a NATO member, comes under direct fire by the regime or Iranianbacked militias, the situation could easily result in involvement by the United States—perhaps
launching strikes on pro-Assad positions.

Conclusions
The Russian and Turkish Idlib deal is far from sound. Just like Russia’s previous ceasefire initiatives,
there is a real question as to how the guarantor states—Russia and Turkey—can bring into force
components of the agreement. Turkey will face considerable challenges if it actually attempts to
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remove hardline factions from the buffer zone, and Assad is likely not as inclined as Russia to adhere
to the agreement and refrain from attempting to take the major highways and other important territory
in Idlib.
While pitfalls in the deal threaten to undermine it, this agreement is different from Russia’s previous
ceasefire attempts. Russia’s prioritising its diplomatic agenda in a bid to secure Western funding for
reconstruction and the increased presence Turkish troops in the buffer zone—ones that Ankara would
face considerable difficulty withdrawing—both make it more likely that this agreement could have at
least some staying power. At the very least, this agreement reflects a change in the way the regime
needs to approach Idlib. With an increased presence of Turkish forces on the ground, any regime
attempts to recapture the province will be far more complicated. The battles to come over the province
stand to be far more bloody and far riskier than any of the regime’s campaigns to take opposition
territory over the past year.
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